
   

How to Do Workout with Free standing Pull up bar? 
 

   
The Free standing pull up bar and chin up bar are a standout amongst the most versatile and                  
successful bits of home pack we can purchase. It utilizes our own body weight to work a                 
tremendous scope of muscle bunches in ways that are close difficult to reproduce on customary               
exercise center gear. The way that we are hanging Freely implies that each move connects with                
our center so as to balance out our body. Furthermore, the blend of static muscle withdrawals                
with consistent flexion and expansion developments hits our muscle strands from all edges. 
 
Here are few exercise techniques you can with pull up bar. 
 
1. Standard pull up 
Grab the Free standing pull up bar with a shoulder-width grip, palms facing you. Pull yourself up                 
until the point that your chin is level with the chin up bar, at that point gradually bring down until                    
the point when your arms are completely wide expanded. In the event that you can't at first do                  
finish pull-ups, work up to them utilizing moves 3 and 4. 
 
This exemplary grasp hits both our biceps and lower arms, and our back. 
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2. The climber pull up 
Move with a shoulder width grip, palms facing forword, and pull your weight straight up. About                
the best 50% of the move, move your weight to one side and point your jaw towards your left                   
hand. Lower, and repeat to the right side. 
 
This adjusts our bicep quality, so we maintain a strategic distance from the Rafa Nadal impact. 

 
3. Behind neck pull up 
Grab the bar with a full wide grip, similar to your palms facing far from you. Bring your middle                   
advances marginally and pull your shoulders up towards the draw up bar until the point when it                 
touches the back of your neck. Gradually come back to the beginning position. 
 
Utilizing this approach expands the workload on our lats. 
 

 



 
4. Gironda sternum pull up 
 
Hold the pull up bar with your palms facing you and curve your back as you pull yourself                  
upwards. Bring your head back and keep lifting until the point when the bar touches your chest.                 
Gradually switch the underlying development. 
 
By reclining, we request more power from our lats and less from our arms. 

 
 
5. Negative pull ups 
 
Stand on a chair and hold the pull up bar with a total shoulder width gripo , palms confronting                   
you. With tolerance, step off the chair and consistently bring down yourself until the point that                
your arms are completely expanded. Discharge, and rehash the means. 
 
This move enables us to assemble the quality in readiness for a full draw up, and works our                  
lower arms. 
 
 
 
 



 
6. Band assisted pull-up 
 
Secure a protection band around the bar and place the opposite end around a knee or foot for                  
additional help. pull yourself up until the point that your chin is level with the pull up bar, at that                    
point gradually bring down until the point when your arms are broadened and the protection               
band is pulled tight. 
 
This move can be utilized as the next stage between negative force ups and full pull ups. 
 
 
 
 



 
Khanhtrinh is manufacturer and distributor of high quality home fitness equipment from last 8              
years. 
So if you are looking for Free standing pull up bar and chin up bar, contact us. 
To know more visit our website 
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